Sand & Scrub

Application Directions

1st “Step” for a perfect door
Can Instructions
Etching, Cleaning, and Surface Preparation Solution for
ChemBake, Door Restore and other Metal Coatings.
Product Instructions:
No mixing involved!
Each gallon is filled with product to clean approximately 50 8’ x 8’ doors.
Rinse door with a power washer taking care not to get water into the unit.
Apply approximately 1/4 cup of Sand & Scrub per door. Use a medium
(maroon) S&S de-glossing brush to scrub into door profile. For hard to
clean areas like hasps and bottom edge of door, use a medium (maroon)
scotchbrite pad. When done, rinse thoroughly with a pressure washer and
let dry. DO NOT LET PRODUCT DRY ON DOOR.
VERY IMPORTANT: To scrub the doors: Use a long handle pole with
screw end to attach an S&S medium de-glossing brush. Do not use a “hard
polyester” or plastic bristle brush.

Contents is pre mixed. Thoroughly wet
and pre-rinse the entire door surface before
applying the Sand & Scrub.

Using a medium E&C scotchbrite brush, apply
1/4 cup of cleaner per standard door. Scrub door
from top to bottom.

One 1/4 cup per door should be enough to
clean an average 8’ x 8’ door.

Scrub thoroughly horizontally, from the center
towards the edges, extending the mix. Scrub
vigorously.

Pay special attention to sides, edges, tops &
bottoms and around the hasp.
Product not affected by drying on door, it will
still rinse off.

Thoroughly rinse door with power-washer.
Keep nozzle perpendicular to the surface to
avoid water getting into the unit. All Sand &
Scrub and dirt residue must be completely
rinsed off.

Caution:
Contains Pumice, and Sodium Lauryl Sulfate.
Do not take internally. In case of ingestion, drink plenty of water and seek medical attention. Avoid
eye contact or prolonged contact with skin. Wear rubber gloves and eye protection while using. Incidental skin contact is not serious however if prolonged skin contact occurs, rinse thoroughly with water. If eye contact occurs, flush thoroughly with cool water. Seek medical attention if rash or other
symptoms occur. Keep out of reach of children.
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